My Dear students,

We have started the online classes for physiology as per the departmental schedule/ Time table provided by the dean’s office.

The teachers will be uploading their classes either on departmental page of AMU website or on google classroom. Please go through the presentations and also the textbook of Guyton. Some Assignment / Question/MCQs may be posted at the end. Please answer their Questions and complete assignments within the limited time allotted to you. Assessment may be done on this basis. So be regular with your classes.

**Id for Physiology Google Classroom:**

1. Prof Sangeeta Singhal: 6dsqgzb
2. Prof Meenakshi Gupta: kd7r3kc
3. Dr Ahmad Faraz: ygyim5b
4. Physiology Practical: dn5ixq6
5. SDL: b4bqtw4

Wish you all the Best

Stay Safe, Stay at Home.

Sd/-
Prof Sangeeta Singhal
Chairperson
D/o Physiology
JNMC, AMU